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TV Addicts
Question 1

Question 2

GAME OF THRONES Hand of the King, Lord Eddard
(Ned) Stark was wrongly executed by beheading at the
hands of King Joffrey at the end of Season 1. Which
popular English Actor portrayed the head of House
Stark?

THE WALKING DEAD In their first meeting with Negan, the
antagonist and leader of the Saviors. Rick and his group of survivors
have their weapons taken from them and then forced on their knees to
be confronted by Negan. Negan tells the group that he is going to
beat one of them to death with ‘Lucille’. After a quick game of "Eeny,
meeny, miny, moe" He eventually bludgeons 2 of the group to death.
Which 2 members are the unlucky victims?

Mark Addy – Kit Harrington – Sean Bean

Father Gabriel & Maggie Rhee – Abraham Ford & Glenn Rhee
Rick Grimes & Daryl Dixon

Question 3

Question 4

DEATH IN PARADISE A detective inspector is transferred
from London to the island of Saint-Marie in the Caribbean, to
resolve murders with his team. Series 1 & 2, Ben Miller took
the lead as DI Richard Poole, Series 3, 4 & 5 it was Kris
Marshall as DI Humphrey Goodman. From Series 6, Who has
played DI Jack Mooney?

HARRY POTTER What does the Hogwarts' motto,
"Draco dormiens nunquam titillandus", mean?
“Never tickle a sleeping dragon”
“It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live”

Ardal O'Hanlon – Aidan Gillen – Liam Cunningham

“The truth. It is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore
be treated with caution”

Question 5

Question 6

DEXTER Dexter Morgan is a Miami-based blood splatter expert who

TRUE BLOOD Sookie Stackhouse’s brother Jason
became a police officer before he was turned into a
werepanther during Season 4. Prior to becoming a
lawman, he had joined and later left an Anti-Vampire cult
and hate group. What was the name of this Cult?

doesn't just solve murders; he commits them too but, he feels justified
because he only kills guilty people. Dexter has knocked up a total of 117
kills throughout the series. Like most serial killers, Dexter keeps
trophies from his kills. How does he trophy his victims?
He keeps his victims right shoe
He keeps their eyes and preserves them in a chest freezer

The Peoples Temple - Children of God - Fellowship of the Sun

He collects a small blood sample, which he preserves on a microscope slide

Question 8

Question 7

GHOSTBUSTERS The 2016 movie is the 3rd release in the
Ghostbusters franchise. This is the first film that females take the
lead roles of all four of the Ghostbusters. Cameos are made from the
original ghostbusters who play different characters. One is a taxi
driver, another is a ghost debunker, another plays the uncle of ‘Patty’.
The fourth original ghostbuster does not appear in the film due to his
death in 2014 however, he appears as a bust outside the university
office and the film is also dedicated to him. Which actor is this?

FROM DUSK TILL DAWN In the snake dancing scene just before the vampires
arrive, Actress Salma Hayek had to dance with a large python wrapped around
her shoulders. Salma has a real fear of snakes and she knew her phobia would
prevent her from taking the part. Director Robert Rodriguez conned her into
thinking he would give the role to Madonna if she could not do the scene. What
did Salma do to overcome her fear?

Rodriguez allowed her to use a snake prop
Hayek spent two months with therapists to overcome her fear

Harold Ramis – Dan Aykroyd – Bill Murray

They auditioned for body doubles who could complete the scene

Question 9

Question 10

THE LION KING Released on the 25th anniversary
of the 1994 animated version, The Lion King was not
the original choice for the title of the film. What was
the original script called?

STRANGER THINGS Winona Ryder stars as Joyce Byers, the mother
of Jonathan, and youngest son Will, who is captured by a monster from
the ‘Upside Down’ in this Netflix Sci-Fi Horror series, that starts in
the summer of 1986. When Netflix offered her the part and she
accepted. What was it that Winona did not know?

King of the Jungle – A Lions Tail – The Pride of a King
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Did not know how much she was being paid
Did not know what streaming was
Did not know what Netflix was as she doesn’t go online
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